
 

Year 5—Design and Technology—Knowledge Organiser 

Key Vocabulary 

Gear A gear transfers energy from 
one part of a machine to       
another. 

Pulley A wheel that a belt or chain is 
wrapped around to help lift 
heavy items. 

Motor A device producing motion or 
action. 

Mechanism A system of parts working    
together. 

Carousel A merry go round at a fair 
ground. 

Driver The gear or pulley that provides 
the input to the system. 

Follower The gear or pulley that provides 
the output to the system. 

Motor 
spindle 

The part of the motor onto 
which a gear or pulley is        
attached. 

Fibre A food type that our digestive 
system can not break down. 

Soluble  
fibre 

Fibre that dissolves in water 

Insoluble 
fibre 

Fibre that doesn't dissolve in 
water 

Gears 

Gears are in lots of        
different machines such as 
cars, bicycles, watches, 
fairground rides etc. 
Sometimes gears are called 
cogs. They are circular 
with teeth all around the 
edge that interlock with 
each other. They are      
designed to transfer      
energy. They help machines 
go faster or be stronger     
allowing for weights to be 
lifted etc.  

Belt Pulley 

A belt pulley transfers 
power from one source 
to another. A small   
motor attached to a 
belt pulley can turn a 
larger wheel. Many 
fairground rides      
feature this kind of 
mechanism.  



Year 5 —Design and Technology—Knowledge Organiser Healthy Eating 

Fibre is an important part of 
a healthy diet. Many people 
do not eat enough fibre but 
it is very important to insure 
that our digestive system 
works properly.  

Fibre 

Fibre is found in 
fruit and           
vegetables, oats, 
barley, nuts seeds 
and lentils.  

Soluble fibre dissolves in   
water. It can be found in nuts 
and seeds and some fruit and 
vegetables such as apples and 
blueberries. 

Safe cutting skills 
What to consider when designing a 

High Fibre Salad? 

What fruit and vegetables can you use? 

Can you make them look  
appealing?? 

Are you going to use a 
dressing?? 

Will you add protein as 
well? 

Salads are a good way of  
eating fibre. These can be as 
a main meal or to accompany a 
main meal. Salads are        
versatile and there are lots 
of different ingredients you 
can put in them.   

The Bridge Hold — Hold the 
item with your fingers   
forming a bridge for the 
knife to cut underneath. 

Insoluble fibre doesn't dissolve in water 
and can be found it whole wheat      
products and some fruit and vegetables 
such as carrots, cucumbers and           
tomatoes.   Insoluble fibre helps you 
feel fuller for longer. 

The Claw Grip— Hold the 
item by curling your finger 
tips onto a claw. Press down 
and slightly bend fingers so 
that you     cannot see your 
fingernails.  

Fork hold—  

Sometimes it is 
much safer to hold 
the item with a fork 
so that your fingers 
are totally out of 
the way when you 
cut.   


